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i used to...
can You relate to this statement? So here i am at the canadian Fit-
ness professionals conference participating in one of the three days 
of workshops. well “i used to” do three days until i had the heart 
attack nine weeks ago. this year i did six hours of exercise in that 
one day... “i used to” do 18 hours of workouts over the course of  
the conference.

i just realized how often clients come into Fitness that Fits studio 
for an initial consultation and always start with the famous words  
“i used to...”

often i hear “i used to run marathons”, “i used to walk daily”, “i used 
to play sports”, “i used to have more defined muscle”, “i used to drink 
less alcohol”, “i used to have time for myself.”

think about it – there are many more ways to finish this statement 
then you care to look back on!

i used to be able to lift heavy weights while teaching my classes before 
i had my heart attack. now i’m lifting light weights. the point is not to 
dwell on what used to be. the past is over and you must move on to 
improve your fitness and your health. So now i look at the statement 
as a lesson learned.

Yes my health is still and will always be a priority. i’m not as young as 
“i used to” be, but i will never stop living and fighting for my strength, 
my mobility and my desire to help others improve their fitness levels 
and live a healthy lifestyle!

are you going to focus on what you used to do and how you 
used to feel or are you ready to change that statement with a  
new ending?

Skate On 8

tyler, Shawn and tasha watch the competition 

On August 10th, a little corner north of Lake 
Shore Blvd. on Eighth St. heated up with some 
boarding action. The Skate On 8 competition 

brought skateboarders from all over the neighbourhood 
to enjoy some camaraderie and show off a few tricks. 
Organized by New Toronto Billards, The Baitshop and 
Ryan Geluch (formerly of Sumo Skateshop), the friendly 
competition was a way to get the community out to 
support the use of the local skatepark and encourage 
kids to be physically active. More than 130 people gath-
ered to participate and watch as skaters young and older 
made catching some air or riding a rail look easy. There 
was a strong sense of community pride as many people 
stayed after the competition to help clean up the park. 
Everyone is looking forward to Skate On 8 becoming an 
annual tradition in the neighbourhood.

Event by Ryan Ramos 
Website code: pej93k 

Lisette and Jennyanne help out with registration

organizers ryan, romaine and greg  
are pleased with the turnout

Zach pulls an awesome trick during his warmup adam and Stephan spin a few tunes  
to keep the energy pumping


